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Abstract
It is important, considering the wide range of orthodontic devices currently available on
the market, to select the most biocompatible orthodontic implant available on the market.
Current science data have shown that in vitro measurements of the toxicity of residual
particles produced by various orthodontic apparatuses with oral cell lines provide accurate
data. In this relation, three commercially available implants, i.e., stainless steel and
titanium implants have been tested for in vitro biocompatibility. Methods: Human gingival
fibroblasts (HGFs) have been used as the in vitro model to determine cellular morphology,
viability of the cells, and cytotoxicity via a 24-hour and 72-hour test for celular implant
exposure with 3-(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)-, 2-5,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MT) and
LDH test. Results: The results compare implant surface structure and topography with
biological, laboratory assessments related to the direct cells (genetic fibroblasts) and blood
vessel toxicology (HET-CAM) trial. A relative cytototoxicity of HGF cells occurs for the
stainless steel implant, while the other two tests did not produce substantial alteration in
HGF cells. Conclusion: The stainless steel implant caused mild cytotoxic effects among the
three orthodontic implants samples. This calls for improved alertness in their clinic usage,
especially in patients with a strong sensitivity to nicke 1,2.
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BACKGROUND
The complex microbiota in the oral cavity plays a significant part in sustaining health by
developing the immune response and inhibiting the colonisation of diseases. However,
certain oral diseases can be caused in some conditions by ordinary microbiota. Oral dysbiosis
causes major changes, decreases the number of positive bacteria and allows possible
pathogens to spread. The issue with this is a biofilm-like condition that is characterised by
alveolar bone resorption, which can lead to mobility of tooth and tooth loss in susceptible
persons with periodontitis. Indeed, periodonstic patients who have obtained dental implants
rehabilitate are more vulnerable to peri-implant infections, which are often primarily
etiological in terms of impaired plaque treatment3,4.
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In a systemic analysis carried out in 2017, patient-level statistics and implant-level data
suggest that 9.25% and 19.83% of the cases analysed were present with peri-implantitis,
while 29.48% of patients and 46.83% of implants analysed were affected by mucositis.
Biofilm avoidance not only becomes desirable, but necessary, as there has been no consensus
on the best treatment procedure. The supportive status and the adequate prothetic design at
the therapeutic stage, followed by oral hygiene and frequent appointments are the
prerequisites for this3–9. At the level of study, the need to analyse materials produced with, or
by modification through topographical surface characteristics (e.g. touch angle and
roughness) either antibiofilms or antigymicrobial surfaces, or through integration of
antibiofilms may also be calculated through physicochemical examination at a constant stage.
This material has been commonly used in implant dentistry since it was shown by Branemark
et al. (1981) to revolutionise oral recovery practises10–12. However, metallic waste is released
under some cases, such as clinical therapy for peri-implantitis or wear-corrosion, leading to
harmful effects on peri-implant tissues. Metal particles have been shown to activate
molecular mechanistic pathways, such as the rise in proinflammatory cytokine and
osteoclasts and the penetration of cytotoxic and genotoxic inflammatory cells. There has
therefore been a rising interest in finding an alternative material for dental implants and
implant abutments.

IMPLANTS
The long-term successes of dental implants have been verified for several years. Several
research have since identified experimental surgical and prosthodontic procedures aimed at
enhancing the clinical effects of implant-based therapies (3,4). For restaurations that endorse
implant, the effectiveness of the procedure depends on the pasive fitness of the
superstructure, as biological and mechanical problems will arise if the passive fit is not
reached. The fit depends on the precision of implant printing that can be achieved by
traditional techniques or digital techniques implemented more recently13,14. In a typical
workflow, the development of an implant-supported prothesis must begin with the assistance
of an implant transfer post. Conventional printing may be graded either specifically (pick up)
or implicitly (transfer). Intraoral scanners are also available for digital printing with the
advent of digital technology in dentistry. The manufacturers agree that intraoral scanning are
an integral element of automated workflow, giving patients greater convenience, a decreased
time of turn and, compared with traditional procedures, even a better cost-benefit ratio15,16.
NEW METHODS IN DENTAL IMPLANTS
Dentistry has improved substantially as a result of the implementation in everyday cline
practise of modern emerging technology and tools such as CAD, CAM, laser-sintering, and
3D printing. Currently, prothese recovery trials of dental implants are focused on therapeutic
criteria evaluation. The survival rate may be calculated through longevity, while the
technological and biological effects of therapy are tested via success, sampling depth (PD),
test bleeding (BOP) and other radiographic data. Results based on patients and operators for
protocols for implant therapy are uncommon and primarily rely on the happiness of the
patients with the results reached at the conclusion of the procedure. In order to properly select
which procedure to use, clinical knowledge about the results of implant care following a
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precise workflow, patient and operator expectations should be considered17–21. "Printing" is
defined as the "negative resemblance or copy in the reverse surface of an object, an
impression on the face of an object and adjacent structures for use in dentistry," according to
the 9th edition of The Glossary of Prosthodontics. Depending on the technology and the
material used by the operator[8] there is considerable difference in printing and subsequent
master casts22–25. In the so-called "conventional" method, a cast is created after printing with
a rack filled with a printing medium. The automated machine digitally captures the intraoral
state using intraoral 3D acquisition equipment and helps the computer to create a virtual
image by means of the acquired knowledge. Now patients are expecting more conveniencebased care protocols to produce a good clinical result9,12,26–28. With intraoral screening (IOS),
the classical impression of patients prevents damage due to the risks of suffocation, gagging
and discomfort of the taste.

Technology CAD/CAM has changed dentistry, having a profound impact on both dental and
dental laboratories, particularly prosthodontics and restorative dentistry. However, the
majority of research in digital dentistry concentrated much of the time on the development of
modern and more advanced protocols, on the accurate and precise measurement of intraorally
molecular scanners and dental milling machines29,30. In addition, the CAD/CAM technology
was introduced as a rehabilitation to the edentulous and partly edentulous arch while
designing CAD/CAM titanium bars. They can be tailored to suit the tooth and soft tissue
around them better. Scarano et al. say that, due to the high precision of this technology[17],
this leads to simplification in terms of prothesis workflow. Moeller et al. say that in the case
of bad implants CAD/CAM titanium bars should also be used. Changing a well-established
procedure requires clinical evidence that recognises the effect of this approach on patients
and the everyday life of the surgeon and can be represented by implant work on a crown or
bridges. Few research have analysed a fully digital implant restore workflow to clinically
validate this approach, taking into account patient and operator expectations, time, quality
and cost31–34.
DISCUSSION
Since 1973, when Duret initially performed dental restoration with digital skills, a close
connection between CAD / CAM (Computer Assisted Design) technology and implant
dentistry has been developed. The CAD process consists of the collection of data, design for
the temporary or definitive reconstruction and preparing of the implant installation in virtual
or software-based design. A subtractive frying machine uses the cutting tool and the
measuring paths of such instruments to cut a repair material block to create the CAD product
during the CAM process. Additive processing technologies in various therapeutic dental
fields recently has been developed and used to manufacture implant-supported restauration in
digital works35–39. Some dental CAD/CAM systems are used for prosthodontic restaurants
(in-office type) in the offices of patients that are given to the mouth of patients on treatment
day. Many CAD/CAM dental systems produce dental laboratory products (in-lab type). A
small variety of applications in the in-office form of CAD and CAM system is limited to
inlays, porcelain laminate veneers and single crowns owing to the clinic conditions. As the
in-office form is a full data collection, analysis, and output device, a range of restorations
were made and scientifically appealed to this in-office CAD/CAM. The laboratory sort not
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only creates single restorative techniques, but also fixed protheses that restore four, five, or
even absent teeth over the long term. Such a CAD/CAM system calls for the relocation of the
dental laboratory oral details of a patient. A stone model is scanned using an extraoral
scanner and the automated printing technique is used in the clinic for traditional printing..
Dental doctor will cut down on the time needed to begin the restauration design process and
send the acquired data electronically to every dental laboratory in the world with the intraoral scanner.
Subtractive or additive processing for implant-supported restauration is used to treat
components, including metals, ceramics and polymers12,40,41. Depending on the form of
processing device, the necessary materials for different CAD/CAM systems have been
developed and implemented in various ways. For direct processing, ceramic or metal lingots
for definitive protheses, subtractive manufacturing, particularly milling, is used. The ceramic
products were actively used for SM in the field of fixed prosthodontics assisted by implants,
since excess material waste and aesthetics restrict the application of metals (including gold).
SM is also used for provisional repair on polymers such as polymethylmethacrylate. In
general, SM produces dental protheses reliably and this technology is well known in dental
practise. One downside is SM leaves a considerable volume of waste as a result of the
material loss caused by the broiling of the material block42–44.
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